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CscopeFinder for jEdit is an extension of jEdit, a powerful and advanced text editor. CscopeFinder for jEdit adds an extensive code
searching functionalit… It's a very useful tool, more than I expected. I've seen it being mentioned in one of the top 10 jEdit plugins, and
thought I would give it a try. It runs very well and its a breeze to use. I am using version 1.4.2 of Cscope, and it works well with that too.

A great tool, I've used it for many years. CscopeFinder for jEdit 1.4.2 Help File A screenshot of the available cscope commands:
CscopeFinder for jEdit 1.4.2 Screenshot A screenshot of cscope online searching: CscopeFinder for jEdit Online Search This plug-in

adds cscope to jEdit. The cscope server is usually running on the same machine as jEdit, so it can use its built-in search facilities. Cscope
can be accessed by clicking on the "Cscope" button in the tool bar, or by typing Cscope. Some cscope commands are available: b… This

is a simple plug-in that replaces the standard search with an extended cscope support Display Status Updated: Version: LocalTime:
Extended Description: This plug-in adds cscope to jEdit. The cscope server is usually running on the same machine as jEdit, so it can use

its built-in search facilities. Cscope can be accessed by clicking on the "Cscope" button in the tool bar, or by typing Cscope. Some
cscope commands are available: 'b' - enter a breakpoint 'c' - enter a line of code 'l' - list the lines of code that match the previous pattern
(very useful for tracing) '… A great tool that's very user friendly and is always ready when you need it. CscopeFinder for jEdit 1.2 Help
File A screenshot of the available cscope commands: CscopeFinder for jEdit 1.2 Screenshot A screenshot of cscope online searching:

CscopeFinder for jEdit Online Search This plug-in adds cscope
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To start finding type in any file type or class just enter a keyword For example: cscope find -C. will find a function or symbol in any
class files or any other file. Find all functions in a file cscope find -C file.c will find all functions and classes in a file. Find all functions

in a class cscope find -C classname will find all functions and classes in a class. Find functions with argument: find -C classname / --
'argument: classname' will find all functions with argument, classname is optional. Find only a specific method cscope find -C classname

/ --'method: functionname' will find a specific method only. Find all class members cscope find -C classname / -- 'Member:
functionname' will find all class members. Find class members, which are defined in a class cscope find -C classname / -- 'Member:

functionname' will find all class members which are defined in a class. Find functions which have one or more global variables cscope
find -C classname / -- 'GlobalVariable: functionname' will find all functions which have one or more global variables. Find global
functions which have at least one global variable cscope find -C classname / -- 'GlobalVariable: functionname' will find all global

functions which have at least one global variable. Find functions with comment cscope find -C classname / -- 'Member: functionname'
will find all functions with comment. Find functions with the same name, class and argument cscope find -C classname / -- 'Member:
functionname' will find all functions with same name, class and argument. Find functions with the same class, same argument, same

name cscope find -C classname / -- 'Member: functionname' will find all functions with the same class, same argument, same name. Find
functions with the same class, same name, same argument cscope find -C classname / -- 'Member: functionname' will find all functions

with the same class, same name, same argument. Find functions with the 1d6a3396d6
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CscopeFinder for jEdit provides you with a full list of C, C++ and Python code scripts (function, methods, global definitions etc). You
can search for functions, symbols, strings, defines etc. CscopeFinder for jEdit has the ability to check an entire workspace for a given
search term. It can be used to search for specific functions, symbols, strings, defines etc. CscopeFinder for jEdit is a jEdit plugin that
provides you with the feature to search for code in the workspace for certain C, C++ and Python code scripts. CscopeFinder for jEdit has
the following features: - Provides a list of C, C++ and Python code scripts - Able to search entire workspace for specific string, function
or symbol - Ability to search for specific file, function or symbol - Ability to search for a string, function or symbol in a file
CscopeFinder for jEdit works for UNIX, Linux and Mac OS. CscopeFinder for jEdit is written in Java and requires the Java JDK (Java
Development Kit) version 1.5 or later. CscopeFinder for jEdit C, C++ and Python Code Scripts: CscopeFinder for jEdit can be used to
search for specific function, method, global variables, global defines, strings, and files in the current workspace. CscopeFinder for jEdit
can be used to find the lines that are defined as global variables in a particular file, global variables in all files, global defines, functions,
methods, strings etc. CscopeFinder for jEdit provides the following features: - Provides a list of code scripts (functions, methods, global
defines, etc) - Ability to search for specific function, method, global variable, global define, string etc. - Ability to search for specific
file, function, global variable, global define, string etc. - Ability to find a symbol on every line that is defined as global variable in a
particular file CscopeFinder for jEdit C, C++ and Python Code Scripts Latest Version: You can download the latest version of
CscopeFinder for jEdit free of cost from This version has been downloaded over 70,000 times and all installations have been 100%
successful. CscopeFinder for jEdit provides the following features: - Provides a list of code scripts

What's New In?
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System Requirements For CscopeFinder For JEdit:

Supported OS: Windows 10 (64-bit OS) RAM: 1 GB (exact minimum) DirectX: DirectX 11 Processor: Intel Core i5-4570/AMD
FX-8150/NVIDIA GeForce GTX660 2GB or better Hard disk space: 30 GB (45 GB recommended) Video: Supported video card:
NVIDIA GeForce GTX 770 2GB or better, AMD Radeon HD 7970 3GB or better Sound: Supported sound card: Recommended OS:
Windows 8.1 (64-bit OS)
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